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apan’s distinctive
products and
services have
been attracting increasing
attention abroad. In addition
to its well-known pop and
traditional culture, now even
Japan’s traditional handicrafts
and textiles are being marketed
all over the world. Join us as
we look at Japan’s creative
endeavors and highlight how the
nation is laying the groundwork
for deriving new value from its
latent creativity.
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Prime Minister's Diary

THE CEREMONY TO COMMEMORATE THE THIRD
ANNIVERSARY OF THE GREAT EAST JAPAN EARTHQUAKE

Prime Minister delivering an address

P

RIME Minister Shinzo Abe
attended the Ceremony to
Commemorate the Third
Anniversary of the Great East Japan
Earthquake held in Tokyo in the
presence of Their Majesties the
Emperor and Empress of Japan.
Following the moment of silence,
the Prime Minister delivered an
address.
“Today, in the presence of
Their Majesties the Emperor
and Empress, on behalf of the
Government of Japan I would like
to offer a memorial address at this
Ceremony to Commemorate the
Third Anniversary of the Great East
Japan Earthquake.
Three years have passed
since the day the Great East
Japan Earthquake struck,
with a tremendous number
of irreplaceable lives lost and
unprecedented damage wrought,
centered on the Tohoku district.
When I think of the profound
grief of the bereaved relatives who
lost deeply beloved family members
because of this earthquake disaster,
I am moved even now by heart-

rending thoughts. I would like to
express my heartfelt condolences
once more to those people. I would
also like to express my heartfelt
sympathy to all those affected by the
disaster, including the families of
those who remain unaccounted for
even today.
Every time I visit the disaster
areas, I feel very keenly that
reconstruction is moving forward
one step at a time, with agriculture
resuming, fishing ports overflowing
with the joy of the day’s catches,
and the sight of families that have
moved into public housing for
disaster victims, among many other
signs of progress. However, many
people are still living lives of great
inconvenience even now. There are
also a large number of people who
are still unable to return to their
hometowns because of the nuclear
accident.
Accelerating reconstruction still
further and enabling the people
affected by the disaster to return to
their regular lives as soon as possible
is a way to repay the departed souls
of the victims watching over us from

heaven. At the same time, I pledge
firmly that we will etch firmly into
our minds the valuable lessons that
we gained through the trials of the
great earthquake disaster, and that
we will move forward tirelessly on
creating a nation with a high degree
of resilience to disasters in order fully
to defend the lives, physical welfare,
and assets of our nationals from
various types of future disasters.
Progress in recovery and
reconstruction has been supported
of course through the hard work
of the local people and the efforts
of relevant organizations, and
also through a great amount of
support extended from every part
of our nation. In the wake of this
earthquake disaster, Japan also
received a tremendous amount of
cordial and encouraging assistance
from various countries and regions
around the world, from which we
have dignitaries attending today. I
would like to express our gratitude
once again.
Our forebears overcame a myriad
of challenges and each time, they
arose even more robustly than
before. We who live in the present
day also pledge once more to follow
that example, walking forward hand
in hand.
I will close my remarks by
offering my prayers once more for
the eternal and tranquil repose of
the departed souls and my heartfelt
wish that the bereaved families
may find peace.”

Photographs and text courtesy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan and the Cabinet Public Relations Office of the Government of Japan.
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WAPPA PROJECT
Akita’s traditional industry merged with
fresh creativity
SHOKO OTA

L

OCATED in the Tohoku region of Japan, Akita
Prefecture has recently been garnering increasing
attention in the field of traditional craftwork.
Through efforts such as the April 2013 founding of the
Akita University of Art, this northern prefecture aims
to foster people who can promote its local culture and
traditions to the world.
Odate magewappa is one of the best-known
traditional crafts in Akita. Historically made in Odate
City, the wa in wappa means ‘ring,’ while mage means
‘to bend.’ To form magewappa, wooden boards are
soaked in hot water until they become soft enough to be
bent into cylinders.
Odate magewappa is made from natural Akita cedar,
which has a beautiful, straight grain. The tree’s slow
growth in Akita’s cold temperatures leads to the dense
annual rings that result in this unique and delicate
grain, going on to create the broad rings that mark
magewappa’s distinctive natural design. The bent wood
is then fixed in place with attractive, reddish-brown
cherry bark inserted into the connecting joint.

6
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Japanese cedar is antiseptic and has a high
capacity for moisture absorption, which is
useful in preventing food from rotting. This
makes magewappa bins and bento lunch boxes
ideal containers for rice. In fact, a recent boom
in homemade bento has drawn people away
from store-bought lunches, boosting sales
of magewappa lunch boxes to the point that
production can’t keep up with demand.
In the midst of all this activity, three Akita
natives have launched the Wappa Project, aiming
to add new value to this traditional craftwork and
adapt it for use in modern life. Takuma Ishiyama
is project leader of the ZERODATE Art Project,
which he established to promote local artists and
creators, aiming to set the ‘date’ back to ‘zero’ and
start Odate’s creativity anew. Makoto Tamiya,
hailing from Akita City, is in charge of the Wappa
Project’s branding and market exploration. He
heads casane tsumugu, which works to highlight
the appeal of local creativity by examining it from
new angles, promoting projects and products
both inside and outside of Odate. And Norikazu

2
4

Minato of Minato Furniture, a
custom-made furniture studio,
is responsible for product design
and execution. Minato is from
Noshiro, a city famous for its
lumber industry and Akita cedar.
“I was working with wood all the
time,” he says, “yet I wasn’t doing
anything for my hometown. I ran
across ZERODATE when I started
looking for ways I could get
involved.”
Minato designed the Wappa
Project’s Wa MIRROR, which
applies Odate magewappa
techniques to suspend a mirror
between several overlapping
cedar bands without the use of
nails or adhesives, giving the
frame a modern-day sense of
volume. Now mass produced by
Odate Kougeisya Co., Ltd., a local
magewappa craft workshop, this

3
1 The Wappa Project’s chigiri pin
2 Deconstructed Wa MIRROR
3 From left: Norikazu Minato, Makoto Tamiya and
Takuma Ishiyama
4 Magewappa bento lunch box

simple yet elegant innovation
received the Japan Institute of
Design Promotion’s Good Design
Award in 2013.
The Wappa Project’s emblem,
the chigiri, exemplifies its
aspiration to connect people,
regions and resources. The
chigiri is a brooch made from the
chips left over from magewappa
production. Determined to
develop a new product that
people could wear, Minato
found inspiration in the wooden
butterfly keys used to prevent
cracks in woodwork, the English
name being derived from their
double-flared butterfly shape.
Butterfly keys are called chigiri in
Japanese, a word that also means
‘bond’ or ‘promise.’ Indicating the
chigiri pinned to his shirt, Minato
says, “People often approach

me when I’m wearing this.” And
the conversation quickly moves
to Akita cedar and magewappa.
Tamiya adds, “We hope that our
chigiri will give both Japanese
people and foreigners a chance to
experience the warm aroma and
texture of Akita cedar, and touch
the story behind Akita’s local
industries.”
The Wappa Project also aims
to make information available
in multiple languages so that its
story can reach people overseas. A
Taiwanese company has already
shown interest, offering ongoing
support to break into the market in
Taiwan.
In the Wappa Project, the
passion of artists combines with
the power of local resources and
traditions to create new ideas for
the future.
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CENTURY YOROI

Samurai armor for modern Japan

S

NAYALAN MOODLEY

AMURAI are recognized around the world as iconic
emblems of Japanese culture. Their modern image is
striking and romantic: powerful, honorable warriors
clad in magnificent armor, finely honed katana in hand. And
while the katana may be the foremost symbol of the samurai,
no less distinctive is their trademark armor, or yoroi.
Marutake Sangyo Co., Ltd., is Japan’s premier producer of
realistic, historically accurate, useable samurai armor. Based
in Satsumasendai City, Kagoshima Prefecture, the company
was founded in 1958 by Shinobu Tanoue, an avid collector
of samurai arms and armor. At the time the company made
bamboo fishing rods, but as the fishing industry began
to shift away from bamboo, Tanoue saw the potential in
armor production and restoration. This led him to re-create
Marutake Sangyo as a maker of traditional Japanese yoroi.
Following advice from a network of armor collectors
and historical armor experts, the company spent years
refining its techniques, eventually landing deals producing
armor for television and films. The company now claims
to manufacture 90 percent of the armor and props used in
Japan’s televised historical dramas and movies, and has
provided armor for Akira Kurosawa’s classics ‘Ran’ and
‘Kagemusha.’

8
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With Shinobu Tanoue’s son, Kenichi, now at
the helm of the company’s 52-person workforce,
Marutake Sangyo continues to produce the finest
quality armor for museums, individual collectors
and major productions.
The company produces yoroi both for display
and use, the latter being custom-made to fit each
purchaser — and built to take a beating. Company
Director Kanehiro Kobata recalls a festival where an
armored rider was thrown from his horse and then
kicked in the head and body. The shocked spectators
feared the worst, but the rider simply stood up,
remounted his horse and rode off. While his kabuto
(helmet) bore the mark of a horseshoe, his life had
been saved by his Marutake Sangyo armor.
As one might expect, authentic yoroi doesn’t
come cheap. A full suit runs anywhere from
about $6,000 to $30,000, with a premium paid
for historically accurate reproductions of famous
samurai leaders’ armor. However, the company
has been able to shave away at the cost of custom
production by bringing modern technology
into the process. Individual plates and holes are
mechanically pressed and drilled. Bending is done
with pneumatic hammers before being refined by
hand. Some traditional rivets are replaced with
spot welds, and the ropes used to bind the suits
together are machine woven, though each plate
is still painstakingly sewn in place by hand. All
aspects of manufacturing are done in-house, right
down to the pressing of ornamental brass crests,
ensuring customers get the best suit of armor for
their investment.

Marutake Sangyo also contributes to the
Satsumasendai community. The company sponsors
an annual Yoroi Festival where 200 people don
armor and parade through the city streets. There
are sword battles and flamboyant depictions of
samurai history, meticulously choreographed by
Kobata, a former kendo practitioner.
Kobata is also the managing director of Sendai
Sengoku Mura theme park and museum. Opened in
1990, the castle-like attraction was built to house
Shinobu Tanoue’s private collection of arms, armor
and military paraphernalia collected from the late
14th century to the late 19th century (Sengoku to
Meiji Periods). The complex itself is a beautiful
retreat back in time, and the collection is impressive
enough to rival that of many museums. The site also
houses a small workshop that repairs and restores
original suits of armor.
Marutake Sangyo recently began marketing its
armor internationally as well, and just as in Japan,
it's generating significant interest overseas. At a
recent trade show in Milan, company representative
Tetsuro Hayashi found that many people were
excited about buying yoroi, and the company has
received orders from clients in the Middle East as
well. It's currently looking for customers that have a
strong interest in Japan such as museums and highend restaurants.
Tanoue and Hayashi hope to establish yoroi as
the epitome of ‘Cool Japan.’ In the process, they aim
not only to drive sales of their armor but also help
light a flame under the world’s passion for Japanese
culture.

3
1 Sode shoulder-guard, kote
arm-guard and do breastplate
2 Historically accurate replicas
of famous yoroi
3 Armor plates are sewn
together by hand
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Hyogo’s traditional
textiles mesmerize
the world

BANSHU
PROJECT P

RIEKO SUZUKI

ARIS Fashion Week is one of the
undisputed top events in the world
of fashion. And in January 2014, a
wedding dress by French haute couture
designer Jean Doucet wowed the crowd.
The dress was made of ‘pearly cotton,’
a lustrous white material produced
by Ozawa Textile Co., Ltd., which is
headquartered in Nishiwaki City, Hyogo
Prefecture.

Jean Doucet bag combining
Banshu-ori and Hyogo leather
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Pearly cotton dress by Jean Doucet

Pearly cotton is 100 percent cotton yet has
a gloss like that of silk. It’s representative of
Banshu-ori, a traditional form of cotton textile
from eastern Hyogo. Washed in the water of
the Kakogawa River and slowly woven with an
artisan’s skill, it has a delicate, soft texture.
Kunihide Ozawa, president of Ozawa Textile,
says the company began introducing pearly
cotton to top overseas brands such as Louis
Vuitton and Chanel about six years ago, which led
to small-scale orders. When Doucet visited Ozawa
Textile in 2012, he fell in love with the material,
saying he wanted to use it in the dress that was
going to crown his Paris show.
While the high price of pearly cotton has
limited its success in Japanese markets,
recognition from Doucet and other top brands in
France has reaffirmed Ozawa’s drive to develop it
as a marketable product.

In an effort to strengthen its brand image, in
July 2013, Ozawa Textile collaborated with other
traditional handcraft companies in Hyogo to form the
New Banshu Project, or Shin Banshu Kikaku (SBK).
What effect has this initiative had on Ozawa Textile
and the Banshu-ori that stands at the heart of the
project?
Jean Doucet’s pearly cotton Fashion Week dress
was accessorized with works of Banshu-ori and
Hyogo leather, while several models held leather and
Banshu-ori bags designed by Doucet. Ohchi Nursery
Co., Ltd., a flower farm in Tamba City, provided the
preserved flowers that adorned the Fashion Week
runway and also took charge of overall design. Their
exquisite sense of style made such a buzz that even
the local media took note of their work.
“Presenting in an opera house at Paris Fashion
Week is without a doubt the highest achievement
in the fashion industry,” Ozawa says. “The fact that
many local products, such as textiles, leather and
preserved flowers, were acclaimed for their quality
gives us pride and motivates our artisans.”
Needless to say, Europe has its own lengthy history
of producing high quality leather and textiles. In such
a highly competitive and tradition-bound market,
what can be done to increase the popularity of
Japanese products?
“To Europeans, Japan still feels like a very far
away country,” Ozawa says. “There are differences in
culture and language, and even in time zones. Tariffs
are high. Even having decided to start doing business
there, it can feel like the hurdles are insurmountable.”
Ozawa believes Japan needs to offer products so
appealing that not only would Europeans want to
overcome any hurdle to get them, but they would put
effort into lowering those hurdles for the future.
While his company focuses on fabric, even when
he introduces products such as leather and home
decoration accessories, Ozawa says people will often
tell him how impressed they are with Japanese goods.
“I truly believe that Japanese products can compete
in the global market,” he says.
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SANOMAGIC
A wooden bicycle with a
Japanese heart

HIROKO FUKAZAWA

I

N a small workshop in Shin-Kiba,
Tokyo, classical wooden boatbuilding techniques are applied to
the manufacture of wooden bicycles.
While wooden bicycles are made in
various places around the world, “Only
mine are used in actual road races,” says
artisan Sueshiro Sano.
Now head of SANOMAGIC, Sano was
born into a family of shipbuilders with a
business dating back to the Edo period.
From early childhood, he grew up with
a love of making things with his hands,
and by the time he was in middle school,
his skills already exceeded those of an
adult artisan. Longing to make ships,
he spent six years learning design and
drawing from his father, completing his
first ship on his own in his senior year of
high school.

12
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3

1 Handlebars and brakes on a wooden bicycle
2 Sueshiro Sano with his wooden bicycles
3 Wooden bicycles in the SANOMAGIC workshop

At the time, the Japanese media
didn’t believe such a ship could
have been made by a student. But
the editor-in-chief of WoodenBoat,
an American magazine for
wooden boat owners, builders
and designers, took note of Sano
when he sent a letter to express
his frustration. WoodenBoat’s
editor-in-chief dubbed him “Sano
Magic,” and from that time he
started to get global attention,
receiving orders in Japan as well.
While he has continued to make
ships using advanced Japanese
shipbuilding techniques, Sano
recognized that the average
person is seldom capable of
appreciating a ship beyond its
external beauty. Looking for a
way to allow the skills of Japanese
shipbuilders to stand out and get
recognized, he hit on the idea of
making sturdy bicycles that could
compete with high-tech racing
bikes. In 2007, he began producing
wooden bicycles through classical
shipbuilding techniques.
Sano wanted to make a wooden
bike that was flexible, fast and

light. The bicycle ultimately
produced through SANOMAGIC’s
unique capabilities weighs about
7 kilograms (less than most
metal bikes) while its mahogany
frame is just as durable as metal.
It’s capable of reaching racing
bike speeds yet as flexible as a
string instrument. Its exquisite
design is a piece of perfection,
the combined embodiment of
Sano’s unwavering conviction
and 200 years of history.
“It’s like ‘Japanese guts’ –
showing what Japanese people
can do,” Sano says of his
achievement. “It’s my job to
physically prove that Japanese
people can make things that can
compete with, or even outdo,
products made in Europe or
America. I always keep this in
mind when I make things at
work.”
Praised abroad for its beauty
and construction, when
SANOMAGIC’s wooden bicycle
was displayed at EUROBIKE, a
bicycle tradeshow in Germany,
Sano was immediately flooded

with orders. In 2011, it was
exhibited in the famous Victoria
and Albert Museum in London,
drawing still more responses.
Sano’s schedule is filled
with orders until 2017. It takes
about three months to make
one bicycle, so only three can
be produced per year. Though
priced at 2 million yen each, they
might be considered a good value
if one takes into account the
incomparable quality to which
they're constructed. Sano is now
producing wooden speakers that
are receiving praise from worldclass musicians.
Looking to future generations,
Sano hopes to pass on not only
his techniques and traditions
but a sense of the importance of
classical Japanese manufacturing.
“Japan‘s strengths are earnestness
and diligence,” he says, adding,
“The most important thing for
manufacturing in Japan is for
artisans to have a sense of pride in
being Japanese.”
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TANGIBLE EARTH
Interactive technology
nurtures a global
perspective

1

of earthquakes anywhere in the world. He says he
thought at the time, “If earthquakes could be made
N display in the Marunouchi area of
visible to Japanese people on a global scale, it could
Tokyo until August 2014, the centerpiece change our awareness of our planet.”
of the Tangible Earth Museum is a
Building on this concept, Takemura was convinced
digital world globe that provides real-time data
of the need for a tactile device that could visualize
on an interactive, spherical display. Through
the earth in even more detail, and decided to develop
simple hand gestures, users can retrieve and
it in the form of a world globe. After constructing a
present information within the display itself,
prototype in 2002, he completed a full-size version of
with global environmental information accessed
the Tangible Earth in 2005. With a diameter of 1.28
directly through the Internet. The world comes
meters, one ten-millionth of the actual size of our
alive with flowing visualizations of events, from
planet, Tangible Earth reduces the thickness of our
earthquakes, tsunami and even bird migrations to 10-kilometer troposphere to precisely 1 millimeter.
continental drift, global warming and the crossTakemura’s intention wasn't to produce a world
border circulation of PM2.5, the fine particulate
globe but create a world of people who are true
matter that makes up some forms of air pollution. citizens of the Earth. He was motivated by what
The device is the brainchild of Shinichi
he saw as a need for a tool that would encourage
Takemura, professor at the Kyoto University of Art thinking on a global scale. “Just as the world was
and Design and director of the non-profit Earth
changed by the invention of the letterpress and
Literacy Program. The idea evolved from a website the completion of our world map during the Age of
Professor Takemura developed in 1996 in response Discovery, I hope this Tangible Earth will stimulate
to 1995’s Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake; he
an increase in people who can think from a truly
aimed to provide a platform for viewing the onset global perspective.”

MAYUMI IGA

O
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1 Children encounter Tangible Earth at a workshop
2 Shifts in the Earth's carbon dioxide levels visualized at
the Tangible Earth Museum
3 Shinichi Takemura manipulates a Tangible Earth

2

Developed in collaboration with GK Tech
Inc., which specializes in applying innovative
technology to creative design, the full-scale
Tangible Earth was exhibited in Nagoya at Expo
2005 Aichi, Japan – fittingly referred to in Japanese
as ‘Ai-Chikyu Haku,’ a play on the words ‘Aichi’
and chikyu, or ‘Earth.’ Tangible Earth won the
Good Design Gold Award for that year. The globe
also garnered attention at the 2008 G8 Hokkaido
Toyako Summit, where it became a special
attraction at the on-site media center.
2013 saw the announcement of a medium-size
(80-centimeter diameter) Tangible Earth jointly
developed by Takemura and JVCKENWOOD
Corporation. Designed for educational institutions,
museums, planetariums and other public facilities,
it was only shortly after its release that the
medium-size Tangible Earth received the Prime
Minister’s Prize for Excellence at the Kids Design
Award 2013.
Takemura describes the Tangible Earth as
a platform that amasses the best of Japanese
technology. Components, such as the interior

3

projector and the sensor that follows hand
gestures to rotate the globe, are products of Japan’s
outstanding domestic capabilities; while even the
semitransparent acrylic dome incorporates original
rear-projection technology that conforms to the
world’s highest standards.
Furthermore, the actual contents of the Tangible
Earth represent the aggregate of Japan’s top
scientific data. Organizations, such as the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), the Japan
Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
(JAMSTEC), Weathernews Inc. and the National
Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), provide
over 100 forms of cutting-edge scientific readings
on global environmental conditions and climate
change. “This is why it’s so meaningful to send the
Tangible Earth out to the world,” Takemura says.
This Cool Japan innovation isn't designed for
gazing inward at Japan. Rather, it teaches the
importance of linking Japan with the world as we
view our planet from the perspective of global
citizens of Earth.
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& KAWAII
JAPAN
1

Japan through the eyes
of Miss International
contestants
RIEKO SUZUKI

T

HE 53rd Miss International Pageant
was held in December 2013, marking
the first time in six years that
the event came to Tokyo. Dubbed ‘Miss
International 2013 x Cool Japan,’ the pageant
focused on the girls’ perspectives on the
city. Contestants visited Daikanyama, Ginza,
Odaiba and other famous spots around
Tokyo, then used Facebook and other media
to share with the world what they found to be
cool, cute or delicious.

16
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Over the two weeks preceding the main event,
they visited the Imperial Palace, took part in
demonstrations of traditional arts like flower
arrangement and tea ceremony, and availed
themselves of opportunities to learn about
Japan. They also visited the new Tsutaya T-Site in
Daikanyama (a trendy bookstore complex), Shibuya
109 (a shopping center popular among young girls)
and Harajuku (an offbeat fashion center), visiting
the front lines of Japanese pop culture, where kawaii
(cute) is born and broadcast to the world. So just what
did the girls see in Japan that was ‘cool and kawaii’?
For most participants, this was their first time
visiting Japan. They were nearly unanimous in saying
things like, ‘This was my first time in Japan. Before
coming, my image of Japan was one of technological
gadgets and clean, tidy cities, along with courteous
behavior.’ Despite the limits of information available

2

to each contestant in her home
country, most had a similar
concept of what Japan was like.
Of course, a few ideas diverged
widely. Nikoleta Duchonova of
Slovakia said that before coming,
she had no image of Japan and
saw it as another world, “like
Mars on Earth.” Meanwhile, Bea
Rose Santiago of the Philippines,
for whom this would be the
second visit, said that for her
Japan is “beautiful, full of colors
and amazing food!” Taken as
a whole, however, nearly all of
the contestants arrived with an
image in mind of a neat, orderly
and advanced, kind-of futuristic
place.
Just how did that image
change after visiting Japan? The
Dominican Republic's Carmen
Munoz Guzman said she learned
that Japan is not only rich in its
technology, but also in its culture
and people. Seeing that the
nation's various ceremonies and
traditions have been maintained
to this day “means that you never
forget who you are and where

1 The Miss International contestants at
Senso-ji Temple in Asakusa, Tokyo
2 Japanese fans
3 Shopping at a department store in
Shibuya

you came from," she said. She
added, "It's beautiful to see how
polite and kind you all are.” Sarah
Ainsley Harrison of Canada and
other girls all agreed that Japanese
culture and its people made the
biggest impression on them.
The word ‘cool’ is front and
center in the title of the Miss
International 2013 x Cool Japan
event. So what did the girls find on
their visit that made them think
This is really cool?
Chonthicha Tiengtham of
Thailand said she loved the
beauty of the kimono and yukata.
Cristina Alves da Silva of Brazil
commented, "I liked all the stuff
that has a connection with culture
and costumes of the country,"
such as Japanese dolls, fans and
masks.
While some loved traditional
elements, most of the girls
were absolutely captivated by
Japanese sweets. The girls’ eyes
went wide at the variety, flavors,
subtle presentation and cute —
often gorgeous — appearance of
Japanese desserts.

3

Other favorites included
traditional feminine picks like
fashion and cosmetics. But
some contestants found their
own unique manifestations of
cool and kawaii, such as Layla
Yarak of Lebanon, who liked the
cute package designs of coffee
products, as well as bento boxes,
which feature a variety of food
packed neatly into a small box.
These comments may well indicate
that Japanese culture has the
potential for wide appeal to people
the world over.
On their return to their home
countries, the girls packed their
suitcases with chopsticks, beauty
products, chocolates and other
souvenirs for friends and family
(and for themselves!). As global
spokespeople, they'll undoubtedly
spread the message of Japanese
creativity wherever they go. We
have high hopes that the ‘Cool
Japan’ the girls encountered on
their trip will continue to reach
the world, inviting more people
to experience these delights for
themselves.
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Interview:

Hideaki
Ibuki

Director, Creative Industries Division,
Commerce and Information Policy Bureau,
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
TAMI KAWASAKI
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What’s the appeal of ‘Cool Japan’?
The Japanese government is working to display the creativity of Japan and its people
through implementation of its ‘Cool Japan’ policy. ‘Cool Japan’ encompasses all of the nation’s
internationally appealing products and services, from media content, such as Japanese animation
and games, to Japanese cuisine and Japanese skills and technology. We spoke with Hideaki Ibuki,
director of the Creative Industries Division at the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI),
to find out how METI is working to allow Japan’s creativity to shine all over the world.
What appealing aspects of Japan have
gained international attention through the
‘Cool Japan’ initiative?
If we look at what’s popular overseas, I
feel the freedom and diversity of Japanese
people’s ideas and presentation are the most
appreciated aspects of our products. To be
innovative while at the same time keeping
in touch with tradition – that, I think, is the
main appeal when it comes to Japan.
The most popular aspects of Japanese
culture in foreign markets are our food and
media content. For example, in January, when
we organized Paris Ramen Week Zuzutto,
a ramen-centered event in Paris, France,
not only did we receive widespread media
coverage, but a long line of French locals
formed as they waited to get a taste of our
ramen. And media content, such as Japanese
animation and manga, are so popular that
various countries across Asia have created
channels that air Japanese programs 24 hours
a day.
What practical strategies has METI
implemented to promote ‘Cool Japan’
abroad?
Looking at ‘Cool Japan’ as an industry, the
key is to establish mechanisms or markets
in foreign countries that enable various
businesses and creators to make profits.
For media content such as Japanese
animation and manga, we actively assist
in selling Japanese merchandise overseas,
establishing channels and websites for

distributing Japanese media content, getting
Japanese films screened in foreign cinemas
and enabling Japanese artists to organize
live performances in foreign countries.
In the case of Japanese products, we
assist Japan's manufacturers and businesses
in holding direct dialogues with consumers
overseas. We organize exhibitions to engage
in test marketing activities that enable
businesses to better understand local
needs in foreign markets and boost market
expansion.
For regional small-to-medium-size
businesses that specialize in manufacturing
high quality goods, we encourage
business growth by forging connections
with appreciative buyers and producers.
Backup financial support for investments
is provided through Cool Japan Fund Inc.,
which was set up in November last year.
We aim to be the adhesive that holds local
creators and foreign markets together.
What positive qualities of Japan do you
think will gain renewed interest through
the ‘Cool Japan’ initiative?
Japanese products and services certainly
excel in uniqueness and creativity, but more
importantly, we’re known for consistent
workmanship. I believe the ability to localize
Japanese products to suit the demands and
conditions of foreign markets, as well as the
ability to develop products to international
standards from the ground up, represent the
strength and appeal of Japan.
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CREATIVE TOKYO
Each spring and fall, CREATIVE TOKYO aims to communicate Tokyo’s charms through events
held in multiple locations across the city. Visitors can enjoy a variety of events this spring,
starting with fashion. Come check out Tokyo’s creative appeal!

SHIBUYA FASHION WEEK
EVENT / / Twelve large shopping centers will
collaborate in a single event for the first time,
using fashion to promote creation in the midst of
Shibuya’s bustle.
DATE / / March 10th (Mon.) – 23rd (Sun.), 2014
LOCATION / / Various shops around Shibuya
Station.

Cool Japan Matching
Grand Prix

20
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TOKYO RUNWAY 2014
SPRING/SUMMER
DATE / / March 21st, 2014 (Fri.)
LOCATION / / First Gymnasium at Yoyogi National
Gymnasium.

An element of the Cool Japan program,
the Cool Japan Matching Grand Prix is a
multi-industry exchange event designed to
broaden the appeal of Japanese products and
services throughout the world. Enterprises and
businesspeople aiming to promote themselves
overseas have the chance to find partners
through presentations and exhibits that highlight
each company’s charms. New bonds are forged
through an array of engaging products and
services from every region of Japan.

CREATIVE APPEAL!

© JAPAN FASHION WEEK ORGANIZATION

MERCEDES-BENZ FASHION
WEEK TOKYO
EVENT / / The Big 5 fashion weeks in Paris, Milan, London,
New York and Tokyo have the authority to set historic trends
on a global scale. This spring, catch the 2014-15 Autumn/
Winter collection at various locations in Tokyo!
DATE / / March 17th (Mon.) – March 22nd (Sat.), 2014
LOCATION / / Shibuya Hikarie and others

>> TOPIC

SHIBUYA FASHION
FESTIVAL
DATE / / March 22nd, 2014 (Sat.)
LOCATION / / Shibuya Ward

'Cool Japan' Hotline

‘Cool Japan’ refers to Japanese culture, products
and media content that are appealing to people
outside of Japan. Through its 'Cool Japan' strategy,
the Japanese government aims to discover and
promote what’s 'cool' about Japan to people abroad

and deepen intercultural exchange. The
government's 'Cool Japan' Hotline invites
opinions and proposals from all over the
world to strengthen the effectiveness of this
strategy.

https://www.kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/titeki2/cooljapan/eigo.html
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STUDENT'S CORNER

Hina
Matsuri

ひな祭り

Girls’ Festival
SELENA HOY

M

ARCH third is a special day in Japan; it's the
day of the Hina Matsuri, or Girls’ Festival. On
this day, girls are celebrated and families pray
for their health and prosperity.
Splendid dolls are the main decoration for this
occasion. They’re very fine, often made of porcelain.
They’re usually displayed in the home starting around
mid-February and remain on display until March third.
It’s said to be bad luck to display them after that, so
families are quick to pack them away when the festival is
done.
The two main dolls represent the ancient emperor
and empress, with the empress dressed in a sumptuous
silk kimono that sometimes has up to 12 layers of fabric.
They’re placed on a red cloth in front of a folding screen
painted in shining gold or delicate patterns.
Many people have just these two dolls, but there are
larger sets with up to seven levels of dolls representing
different members of the royal court. In these big sets,
three ladies-in-waiting are placed below the emperor and
empress. Then below them are five musicians, and below
them are two court ministers. The fifth level has three
samurai, and the last two levels have tools, furniture and
carriages.

22
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The modern version of the Girls’ Festival goes back
around 300 years or so. But it’s said to be related to an even
older custom in which people would make dolls out of
paper and then rub the dolls on any aching parts of their
bodies, or breathe on the dolls to transfer any bad luck or
misfortune onto them, then float them down a river or on
the ocean, taking the bad energy away. Some people still
celebrate the Girls’ Festival in this way, and you can see
paper dolls being released into the water at a few famous
places like Kyoto’s Shimogamo Shrine.
In the past, girls also used to dress up in their best
kimono and go visiting their friends on the day of the
festival. They would sit with the dolls and have a tea party
where they could eat special snacks. The days most people
celebrate with their families, but it’s still customary to
eat tasty and colorful treats. The treats include arare,
small rice crackers colored pink for happiness, green
for health and white for purity; hishimochi, diamondshaped rice cakes also colored pink, green and white;
and chirashizushi, sweet vinegared bowls of rice with
lots of colorful toppings like raw fish and vegetables cut
into interesting shapes. The standard drink on this day is
shirozake, a sweet, milky rice wine that’s also available in a
non-alcoholic version for kids called amazake.
Here’s a popular Girls’ Festival song that's often sung on
this day:
Let’s light the lanterns
Let’s set out peach blossoms
Five court musicians are playing flutes and drums
There’s a joyful Girls’ Festival today!
Akari wo tsukemashou bonbori ni
明かりをつけましょう ぼんぼりに
Ohana wo agemashou momo no hana
お花をあげましょう 桃の花
Go-nin bayashi no fue taiko
五人ばやしの 笛太鼓
Kyou wa tanoshii Hinamatsuri
今日は楽しいひな祭り
While the Girls’ Festival is for girls, there’ll be signs of
approaching spring for everyone, so boys and girls alike
have something to look forward to this time of year!
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

From Incurable
to Curable

Real-time tumor tracking advances
cancer treatment
ELM SANO

I
Professor Hiroki
Shirato
Department
of Radiation
Oncology at
the Hokkaido
University
Graduate School
of Medicine
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N 2009, Japan’s Council for Science and
Technology Policy (CSTP) established
the Funding Program for World-Leading
Innovative R&D on Science and Technology
(FIRST Program). The program’s goal was
ambitious: to advance cutting-edge research
in a wide spectrum of fields, with the aim
of achieving global leadership in each field
within five years.
Professor Hiroki Shirato, MD, PhD, was
one of 30 core researchers selected to
take part in the program. Working in the
Department of Radiation Oncology at the
Hokkaido University Graduate School of
Medicine, he aimed to develop a technology
for radiation therapy that would make
previously incurable cancers curable.
“Ninety percent of current radiation
therapy is done using X-rays,” Shirato
explains. “But while X-ray therapy can
heal tumors of up to 3 centimeters in size,
larger tumors can be more difficult to cure.”
This is because X-rays pierce through their
target, meaning that attempting to strike a
large area - or a moving one - will result in
extensive damage to healthy tissue beneath
the targeted cancer cells.
More controllable than X-rays, proton
beam therapy has gained attention as
being relatively painless and capable of
avoiding damage to healthy body functions

| highlighting japan

and tissues. In proton beam therapy,
protons found in the core of hydrogen
atoms are accelerated at high speed and
intensively irradiated at the tumor. Using
this technology, Shirato says, “Even tumors
larger than 6 centimeters can be cured more
safely than with X-ray therapy. But proton
beam therapy still had difficulty dealing
with tumors in motion such as that caused
by breathing,” due to the high level of
accuracy required.
This is what Shirato determined to
address. “I began research on moving
tumors in my 30s, aiming to cure them as
easily as those that don’t move,” he says. “So
I came up with the idea of combining proton
beam therapy with robotics technology
that was developing around the same
time, and computer pattern recognition
seemed to be the best solution for curing
large cancer - particularly those kept in
motion by breathing.” This technological
innovation allowed radiation to be applied
with pinpoint precision without the need for
human control of the device.
The result is what Shirato now refers to
as a real-time tumor-tracking proton beam
therapy system with molecular imaging.
The system uses proton beam therapy, aided
by spot-scanning and real-time tracking of
cancer cells, to cure larger-sized cancers and
moving tumors. “It will increase the fiveyear survival rate of lung cancer patients

Gated Spot Scanning Proton Therapy System with Real‐time Tumor Tracking

to 30 percent from the current 10 percent,”
Shirato says.
The key technological challenge was
the computerized tracking of cancer cells
in the body. “Actually, it’s still easier to
find lung cancers, which are surrounded
by air,” which has a completely different
composition from the cancer cells, Shirato
explains. “But it's extremely difficult to
identify cancer in watery organs like the
liver, because healthy cells have almost the
same constituents as cancer cells.”
The problem was solved by marking
cancer cells with pieces of metal
(2-millimeter gold markers) that are
harmless to the body. “We had to develop
this new technology in the midst of the
project to support our device’s capability for
accurate cancer visualization.”
The real-time tumor-tracking proton
beam therapy system is the product of
five years’ joint research and development

between Hokkaido University and Hitachi, Ltd. Future
challenges will be miniaturization and cost reduction for
wider use around the world. But Shirato’s work has already
added one more effective option for treatment of cancer
patients. Shirato himself plans to implement clinical
use of the device starting in March 2014 after receiving
pharmaceutical approval in Japan. “In fact, one of the
best hospitals in the U.S., Mayo Clinic, had purchased our
device already.”
Shirato’s desire as a doctor, he says, has been “to save
all cancer patients.” With this innovation, he has come one
step closer to realizing his goal.

Hokkaido University Hospital
Proton Beam Therapy Center
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From
Adversity to
Leadership
Minami Tsubouchi offers
support to disaster survivors
LUCA MAJERO
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DUCATION can lay the
foundation for a lifetime.
It can raise people from
poverty and protect them
from disease, increase choice and
opportunity in employment, and
empower people to influence the
society in which they live.
Minami Tsubouchi is Executive
Director of the Global Fund for
Education Assistance, a nonprofit
foundation she established in
June 2011. The foundation aims to
support the higher education and
leadership development of young
people in Japan’s northeastern
Tohoku region, which was
devastated by the Great East Japan
Earthquake on March 11, 2011.
Tsubouchi has never been one
to take the easy path. “Even as
a child,” she says, “I would go
shopping to the farthest grocery
on the street or take the train to
the station next to my own, just to
see what was there. I was curious,
and little by little I expanded my
perspective. So in junior high I
spent two years abroad.”
Moving to Canada to study
abroad at the age of 14, the
experience was not as easy as
Tsubouchi had anticipated.
“Before leaving, I thought people
would be waiting for me with
flowers, everyone would be
interested in the fact that I was
Japanese and I would quickly find
fame and fortune. Then reality
struck. I couldn’t make friends,
I couldn’t speak English, and I
missed my family.”
Even so, she never thought
about going home, and she never

gave up. Tsubouchi spent four
years in Canada – the first two in
a Canadian boarding school and
the last two in an international
school with a full scholarship
from Keidanren, the Japan
Business Federation. Then, after
receiving her bachelor’s degree
in policy management at Tokyo’s
Keio University, she received
a scholarship from the College
Women’s Association Japan
(CWAJ) and the Joint Japan/
World Bank Graduate Scholarship
Program (JJ/WBGSP) to study
at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT), where she
received her master’s degree in
urban planning.
Now based in Tokyo,
Tsubouchi also worked with
the Association for Aid and
Relief, Japan (AAR Japan) in
Kabul, Afghanistan; the World
Economic Forum in Geneva,
Switzerland; and the Bahrain
Economic Development Board in

Manama, Bahrain. It was while
she was working in Bahrain that
the Great East Japan Earthquake
hit. Though a Tokyo native
herself, she headed back to Japan
to visit affected areas in Miyagi
Prefecture. The devastation she
saw fixed her determination to
support the youth of the region.
Founded within three months
of the earthquake, the Global
Fund for Education Assistance
administers the BEYOND
Tomorrow program, which offers
scholarships to Tohoku students
seeking higher education in Japan
or abroad, as well as running
leadership programs that aim to
help Tohoku youth chase their
dreams and become the leaders
of tomorrow. In September 2011,
the program sent seven high
school and university students
from the Tohoku region to the
World Economic Forum’s Annual
Meeting of the New Champions
in Dalian, China. In October of

2

the same year, BEYOND Tomorrow
invited 70 high school students
from Miyagi, Iwate and Fukushima
Prefectures to the first Tohoku
Future Leaders Summit, where
they shared ideas on how best
to rebuild their hometowns. The
TOMODACHI BEYOND Tomorrow
Global Leadership Academy, on the
other hand, is run in cooperation
with the U.S. embassy in Tokyo,
and allows Japanese students a
chance to visit the U.S. to deepen
their understanding of global
issues.
Tsubouchi believes great
leaders can be born through great
adversity, and that great leaders
are critical for the revitalization of
the Tohoku region. With her varied
international experience, she
herself is an excellent model for
leadership and education, always
pushing herself to learn and grow.
Asked what she likes about her job,
she replies simply, “The fact that I
can learn so much.”

3

1 Tsubouchi at TOMODACHI BEYOND Tomorrow Global
Leadership Academy 2014
2 TOMODACHI BEYOND Tomorrow Global Leadership
Academy 2014
3 Tohoku Future Leaders Summit 2013
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MIE

Ninja and the goddess
of the sun

n

SELENA HOY

o

HERE’s something
a little bit magical
about Mie Prefecture.
Positioned between
Nagoya and Kyoto – at what
might be called the nexus of
eastern and western Japan —
it's here that Shinto’s supreme
deity, the goddess Amaterasu,
is venerated, and also here
that the famed Iga-ryu school
of ninjutsu was born.
Ise-jingu Shrine is the
home of Amaterasu: goddess
of the sun, first among the
countless gods of the Shinto
pantheon. Over five million
people make pilgrimages to
the shrine every year. As they
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cross the Uji Bridge at the
shrine’s entrance, they're
said to cross the border
between the human world
and the world of the gods.
“Have you ever seen a
kami?” Ise-jingu guide Yoko
Hasegawa asks, using the
Japanese word for ‘god.’ “You
haven’t, right? But to come
here is to feel them in your
heart.”
Originally built around
2,000 years ago, the innermost sanctum of Ise-jingu
is accessible only to the
selected few. Still, the
grounds and buildings
have an ancient majesty
that harmonizes with the
surrounding trees and

Torii gate within Ise-jingu Shrine

stones, the placid Isuzu River
flowing gently alongside.
The cypress structures
are marvels of Japanese
carpentry, constructed using
only wooden joints without
any nails. Touching the
stately cypress torii gate at
the end of Uji Bridge, you can
almost feel its power.
At the entrance to the
shrine grounds, Hasegawa
demonstrates the ceremonial
washing ritual: left hand,
right hand, then rinse your
mouth with water poured
into your left hand, rinse
that hand again, then let the
remaining water run over the
handle of the dipper so that
it’s clean for the next person.

A ninja guide demonstrates
kama (sickle) techniques

Okage Yokocho

Uji Bridge

“Washing the hands symbolizes
cleansing the body,” Hasegawa
says, “while washing the mouth
symbolizes cleansing the heart,
so that you are ready to meet the
gods with a clean spirit.”
Spiritually refreshed, we
repair to Okage Yokocho, a
merchant’s quarter adjacent
to the shrine grounds. In stark
contrast to the reserved and
reverential atmosphere of the
shrine, this sector is bustling
with activity, steam and cooking
smoke billowing from open fires
at the many street stalls hawking
freshly cooked local delicacies.
Visitors can get Mie specialties
like tekone-zushi (skipjack tuna
over vinegared rice), or the
famed akafuku, which is made of

Mie

The Kaguraden at inner Ise-jingu Shrine

mochi (soft rice cake) covered in
swirls of sweet red bean paste.
Stomachs sated, we journey
northward to Iga City and the
Museum of Iga-ryu Ninja. Iga
City is home to the famed Iga
school of ninjutsu, the art of
the ninja. Historical ninja often
posed as farmer, but were also
skilled in making gunpowder and
medicine, as well as producing
illusions and other tricks that
seemed like magic. At the
museum, you can see the way
ninja practiced their craft, versed
in the arts of covert warfare,
assassination, espionage and
other hidden techniques. Guides
dressed as ninja reveal the secret
passages and false panels of a
ninja house and also perform

feats of balance and cunning with
famous ninja tools like throwing
stars. Museum exhibits display
authentic ninja artifacts like
costumes and weaponry and pass
down a few secrets from these
stealthy, agile warriors.
The kanji for Mie, 三重, means
‘three layers.’ You may indeed
have to dig a little to uncover
Mie’s layered treasures, but its
magic is worth the effort.

Tekone-zushi
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Miyagi
Exploring the
surrounds of Sendai

n

JUSTIN VELGUS
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HE city of Sendai is
one million strong,
stretching from
the Pacific Ocean
to the Ōu mountain range.
This gives the capital of
Miyagi Prefecture unique
geographical diversity.
Depending on the direction
you choose, an hour’s drive
from the compact city
center can place you in hills,
mountains, plains or at the
ocean.
To enjoy the best of the
abundant nature this region
has to offer, many visitors
make a trip from Sendai
to nearby Matsushima. A
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Miyagi

40-minute train ride on the
Senseki Line will take you to
Matsushimakaigan Station,
where you can see the place
where famed haiku poet
Basho Matsuo was at a loss to
describe the beauty before him.
Matsushima literally means
‘pine island,’ and you can find
some 260 large and small pinecovered islands dotting the bay.
The best way to experience the
breathtaking scenery is by an
hour-long sightseeing cruise.
The town of Matsushima
also features several museums,
hotels and historic buildings.
Most of the historical structures
are connected with Masamune
Date, the legendary one-eyed
samurai and feudal lord who

One of Matsushima’s islands

founded the modern city
of Sendai around 1601. Not
far from the pier, a narrow
red footbridge with missing
planks will lead you to
Godaido Temple. This small
temple was originally built in
807, but it was reconstructed
by Date in 1604. Its lofty
location overlooking the bay
is matched by its mysterious
interior, which houses five
sacred statues that are shown
only once every 33 years,
most recently in 2006.
Less than half a kilometer
northwest of Godaido is
Zuiganji, one of the most
famous temples in the
Tohoku region. The temple
was first built in the ninth

Zuiganji

Statue of Masamune Date

century but fell into ruin before
being reconstructed by Date
in 1609. “The trees along the
path to Zuiganji are 400 years
old and were planted by order
of Masamune Date,” explains
Matsushima Tourism Association
head Kyuichiro Sato, adding
that some of the other trees in
the complex date back as much
as 500 years. Home to many
national treasures and important
cultural properties, Zuiganji’s
main gate and hall are currently
under renovation until early 2016.
However, a temple kitchen and
Date’s wife’s tomb, which are
usually closed, are open during
the repairs, while a museum on
the grounds highlights more
historical artifacts. Check out the

Matsushima’s
oysters

Zuihoden

Matsushima seaside

caves to the right on the approach
to Zuiganji, where priests from
across Japan once came to live
and pray.
If you’re looking for more
historical sites related to Masamune
Date, you can also visit Zuihoden in
Sendai, the final resting place of the
great leader and many of his clan.
Once you've had your fill of
nature and history, the local food
is certainly worth a try. You can
enjoy various local delicacies local
delicacies ranging from zunda
mochi (soft rice cake covered in
green soybean paste) to grilled
cow tongue, or gyutan. Sato adds
that Matsushima’s oysters are very
popular when they're in season
from October to March. “Many
people enjoy a tabehoudai, or all-

you-can-eat oyster buffet,”
he says.
Offering relaxation and
peace of mind, Sendai and
Miyagi Prefecture have
effectively recovered from the
devastating earthquake and
tsunami that struck the area on
March 11, 2011. From history to
nature, there's something for
everyone. So come rediscover
Japan with Miyagi’s charm.

Caves at Zuiganji
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Botamochi

otamochi is a traditional Japanese sweet
made by hand-wrapping thick azuki bean
paste around sweet rice balls. The kind of
rice used will affect the taste and texture:
regular botamochi uses a mixture of uruchi
rice (common Japanese rice) and mochigome
(glutinous rice), but you can use mochigome
alone if you'd like to have an extra-sticky feel.

The name botamochi is derived from botan
or peony, which blooms in spring. Fittingly,
botamachi is often made in the week of
the vernal equinox and enjoyed during
springtime in Japan. Be sure to have a bite
of this sweet delicacy while enjoying the
sunshine and a view of newly blossoming
flowers this spring!
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